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A new theme park built on the site of the original Jurassic Park creates a genetically engineered hybrid dinosaur, the Indominus Rex, who escapes custody. The predator takes over the island and destroys the entire population. Surrounded by Dinosaur National Park soldiers, he frightens the remaining inhabitants of the park and engages them in battle to free
himself. The premiere of the 3D movie in 3D is scheduled for June 16, 2014. Days after the 3D release of King Kong in late 2014, Paramount Pictures announced that it was preparing to release a stereoscopic edition of Invasion of the Dinosaurs. Premiering on Nickelodeon on March 20, 2015, Finding Nemo is the first cartoon to be shown in IMAX theaters.
The film also stars Donald Glover, Naomi Watts, Charlize Theron, Chris Pratt, Loki, Harrison Ford, Ian McKellen, Nick Nolte, Ryan Gosling and others. The new "Monkey Man" model from toy manufacturer Babies' Shop highlights the main attractions of the Walt Disney Treasure Museum in Walt Disney City. On the eve of the City Day, the Crocus City Mall
hosted a competition dedicated to 3D film press. Its main tasks are to draw attention to the use of 3D technologies in the modern world and to popularize cinema and stereoscoping. The participants of the competition had to draw their own 3D video on the theme of 3D cinema. For this, special tablets were created, and the participants who coped with the tasks
better than others received valuable prizes. On September 9, 2015, the premiere of the first film from Martin Scorsese's new trilogy "The Wolf of Wall Street" took place at the "Formula Kino" cinema chain. Wolves will be the first in his Hollywood trilogy to gross over $110 million on a $100 million budget. The British holding company Paramax, which owns
the IMAX cinema chain, has acquired exclusive rights for international distribution of films in 3D format and showing them at the IMAx cinema in Moscow.On May 29, 2015 it became known that on June 20, 2015 the premiere of the 3D cartoon "Holo
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